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Apparently, a physical matter leak occurs between our Universe and another still unexplored one. All that
has to be done to show this effect is to generate an EVO and let it subside to its natural black state limit,
whereupon it disappears from our cognition. This produces a highly unexpected but actual disappearance of
matter that is accomplished on an everyday basis. The frequency of this event occurs at an astoundingly
high rate and the precursors can be seen in natural lightning events like that shown by the author in the
essay, EVO Life Cycle.
This reference, along with other writings and background material on allied subjects, can be downloaded
from: http://www.svn.net/krscfs/. This black EVO state can even be occasionally seen from such simple
events as a spark discharge formed by moving ones body across a rug or car seat and then touching a
conductor. The needed quiescent black state is not as frequent as the more normal visible spark, but it is
common enough to be ranked above insignificant.
When seeking a physical analogy for the driving force behind this process, which always occurs to produce
a blacker EVO state in the absence of disturbance, a pressure analogy can be evoked. A driving force is
seen to occur between the higher-pressure side of our white Universe and the other or black Universe
residing in an effectively lower pressure region of space. It might even be appropriate to signify that the
black universe identified here is the much-touted dark matter regime, which is said to dominate in quantity
over our normal matter.
If this interpretation can be taken as a valid analogy, then the black hole type of EVO we generate locally
becomes a connector or conduit for all sorts of new communication to another Universe, albeit, at this time,
a seemingly unidirectional one.
A reverse flow of matter, or recharge of our local domain on Earth from the dark domain, is possible
through particle bombardment from the sun or from capture of WIMPS as matter supplied from the dark
side. We could still benefit from this event if the WIMP captor were to be our sun, which then passed the
normal matter on to us as a resupply of leaked matter.
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